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When A Large tumor grew on the side of our golden Labrador's jaw, my family 
and I turned to God for healing. 
Through our study of Christian Science, we had learned that disease is not a 
fixed fact. It is a lie about God's creation that can be vanquished with spiritual 
truth. Our prayer was to see that God, not disease, was in control of our dog's 
health. 
We turned to Science and Health by Mary Baker Eddy for ideas on how to pray 
effectively for our dog, and found this statement: "Blot out the images of mortal 
thought and its beliefs in sickness and sin."  The tumor was an ugly image of 
mortal thought. It would hide God's perfect love and care for His creation. It 
needed to be blotted out of our thinking so we could see clearly the spiritual truth 
that heals. 
We began blotting. We mentally disagreed with the disease. We refused to 
accept it as real, because God never caused it. We vehemently put down any 
suggestion that it was a fact. In our prayer, we held steadfastly to our dog's God-
given spiritual perfection. We knew God to be the only true cause at work in her 
life. We were not going to focus on a physical problem but on the spiritual 
solution. This would bring healing. 

Christ Jesus didn't delve into reasons for illness. He healed through the 
understanding that God created all things perfect, thereby proving that disease is 
a false belief to be destroyed, not a truth to be substantiated. The Master didn't 
treat disease as a reality but as an unreality, never created or permitted by God. 
We were striving to do the same. 

Disease appears real and solid. In spiritual fact, though, it is not real; it has no 
existence in God's perfect creation. In Christian healing we humbly strive to see 
spiritual truth so clearly that we quit believing the false evidence of illness and so 
destroy that evidence. In the case of our dog, we prayed to know she was not 
governed by disease but by a loving God who knows no disease. 

All of God's creatures are actually spiritual and perfect. We needed to see our 
dog not as a physical structure afflicted with a disease, but as God's perfect idea, 
expressing eternal life, health, and soundness. In Spirit, there is no disease. 
We realized that this health problem was not anyone's fault. Especially our dog's! 
She was innocent. She had committed no crime. There was no reason for her to 
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suffer. We were innocent, too. We had not neglected her. We loved her very 
much. She was cared for. 
The situation reversed overnight. We were glad, but we continued blotting the 
disease out of thought with spiritual truth until healing was complete. In three 
days the tumor was gone. 

Yes, prayer heals animals as well as people. Divine Love meets all needs. 
Evan Mehlenbacher 

 


